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The recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) achieving “better-than-human”

accuracy in a variety of tasks such as image classification and the game of Go

have come at the cost of exponential increase in the size of artificial neural networks.

This has lead to AI hardware solutions becoming severely memory-bound and

scrambling to keep-up with the ever increasing “von Neumann bottleneck”.

Processing-in-Memory (PiM) architectures offer an excellent solution to ease the

von Neumann bottleneck by embedding compute capabilities inside the memory

and reducing the data traffic between the memory and the processor. But PiM

accelerators break the standard von Neumann programming model by fusing

memory and compute operations together which impedes their integration in

the standard computing stack. There is an urgent requirement for system-level

solutions to take full advantage of PiM accelerators for end-to-end acceleration of AI

applications. This article presents AI-PiM as a solution to bridge this research gap. AI-

PiM proposes a hardware, ISA and software co-design methodology which allows

integration of PiM accelerators in the RISC-V processor pipeline as functional

execution units. AI-PiM also extends the RISC-V ISA with custom instructions

which directly target the PiM functional units resulting in their tight integration

with the processor. This tight integration is especially important for edge AI

devices which need to process both AI and non-AI tasks on the same hardware

due to area, power, size and cost constraints. AI-PiM ISA extensions expose the PiM

hardware functionality to software programmers allowing efficient mapping of

applications to the PiM hardware. AI-PiM adds support for custom ISA extensions

to the complete software stack including compiler, assembler, linker, simulator and

profiler to ensure programmability and evaluation with popular AI domain-specific

languages and frameworks like TensorFlow, PyTorch, MXNet, Keras etc. AI-PiM

improves the performance for vector-matrix multiplication (VMM) kernel by 17.63x

and provides a mean speed-up of 2.74x for MLPerf Tiny benchmark compared to

RV64IMCRISC-V baseline. AI-PiM also speeds-upMLPerf Tiny benchmark inference

cycles by 2.45x (average) compared to state-of-the-art Arm Cortex-A72 processor.
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1 Introduction

There has been an incessant increase in the demand for

artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) based

systems ever since ML models like He et al. (2016) achieved

better-than-human accuracy (≈ 95%) in the ImageNet Large

Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (Russakovsky et al. (2015))

and Deep Neural Networks (DNN) like AlphaGo (Silver et al.

(2016)) defeated the human Go champions. These large Artificial

Neural Networks (ANNs) were originally designed to be hosted

on big compute clusters consisting of server CPUs and GPUs. But

in the last few years, AI applications have been expanding away

from the cloud and towards the edge of Internet of Things (IoT).

Low-cost and low-power microprocessors and microcontroller

units (MCU) are being targeted to process edge AI applications in

order to achieve the goal of truly intelligent IoT and this class of

computing has been referred to as tinyML (Warden and

Situnayake (2019)). The goal of tinyML devices and edge AI

in general is to process the data close to data generation sources

like IoT sensors and reduce the amount of data that is transferred

to the cloud. Edge AI offers enhanced security and privacy by

processing the user data in individual edge consumer devices.

This local processing of data also improves the quality of service

(QoS) in areas with no network coverage, latency of response and

immensely reduces the cost and bandwidth requirements for

communicating large amounts of data from edge devices to the

cloud.

RISC-V (Waterman et al. (2014)) and Arm are the two most

widely used Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) for tinyML and

edge hardware devices. But open-source RISC-V ISA offers the

added advantage of lowering the cost of edge IoT hardware by

removing the license royalty costs associated with other edge

processor architectures like Arm. Many AI accelerators have also

been proposed in literature (Chen et al. (2016); Jouppi et al.

(2017); Yazdanbakhsh et al. (2021); Anderson et al. (2021)) to

meet the demands of compute and memory-intensive AI

workloads like Deep Neural Networks (DNN). Processing-in-

memory (PiM) based accelerators are one such class of AI

accelerators which are particularly well-suited to alleviate the

memory-wall problem (Moyer (1991); Wulf and McKee (1995))

(also known as von Neumann bottleneck) by minimizing the

movement of data between the processor and the memory while

accelerating the computation of AI workloads at the edge. PiM

accelerators can be based on different memory technologies like

SRAM (Eckert et al. (2018); Dong et al. (2020); Zhang et al.

(2017)), DRAM (Roy et al. (2021); Seshadri et al. (2017);

Hajinazar et al. (2021)) or emerging memories like RRAM

(Chi et al. (2016); Li et al. (2020); Chou et al. (2019)) and can

be of different sizes depending on the underlying memory

technology. State-of-the-art PiM AI accelerators fuse memory

and compute functionality together and hence deviate from the

standard von Neumann architecture. This makes PiM

accelerators hard to program and difficult to integrate in the

standard computing stack since they do not follow the traditional

programming model. These accelerators require special

compilers to orchestrate the data movement to and from the

accelerator (Li et al. (2020); Jia et al. (2022)) and each new design

of the accelerator necessitates the design of a new compiler.

Standard C/C++ and deep learning compilers struggle to map

computations effectively onto PiM accelerators without an

intermediate special PiM compiler. Hence, to fully utilize the

advantages of PiM accelerators for AI applications at the edge of

IoT, a standard design methodology is required to enable

integration of PiM accelerators in the traditional computing

stack.

In this article, we present AI-PiM as a hardware, ISA and

software co-design solution to bridge this research gap. AI-PiM

extends the RISC-V processor pipeline via integration of PiM

accelerators as fine-grained functional units. AI-PiM also extends

the RISC-V ISA with custom instructions which directly target

PiM functional units to make these accelerators transparent to

the software stack andmake it easier to map various computation

kernels to PiM functional units. Figure 1 shows the top-level

overview of AI-PiM. Section 3.2 explains the tight integration of

PiM accelerators in AI-PiM methodology in detail. Sections 3.3

and Section 3.4 explain the complete end-to-end hardware, ISA

and software co-design methodology of AI-PiM.

AI-PiM follows a similar developmental evolution path as the

floating-point units which were originally designed for farming

out a huge chunk of scientific computation to floating-point co-

processors similar to large batch size AI workloads carved out for

FIGURE 1
Top-level overview of AI-PiM hardware, ISA and software co-
design methodology. (A) RISC-V hardware is extended with the
addition of PiM based Vector-Matrix Multiplication (VMM)
functional unit. (B) Custom instruction extensions are added
to the RISC-V ISA to expose the VMM functionality of the PiM
hardware to the programmers. (C) Complete Software
Development Kit (SDK) including compiler, simulator etc. is then
extended to communicate the hardware and ISA enhancements to
the software stack.
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current PiM accelerators. But as floating-point computations

became more common, floating-point accelerators became a part

of the processor hardware as floating-point units (FPU) along

with floating-point instructions becoming a part of the processor

ISA. We believe PiM accelerators for AI acceleration will follow a

similar path and AI-PiM presents a solution for this forward-

looking problem. The main contributions of this article are:

• A standardized hardware, ISA and software co-design

methodology to integrate PiM accelerators in the main

processor pipeline.

• Treatment of PiM accelerators as a first-class citizen in the

RISC-V processor pipeline unlike prior works which treat

PiM hardware as a co-processor or accelerator integrated

over a system bus.

• Design-space exploration of PiM functional units to

determine optimum size of PiM Vector-Matrix Multiply

(VMM) unit for IoT edge AI workloads.

• System level simulation results for accelerating complete

neural network models for tinyML applications and

comparison with existing edge AI hardware solutions.

2 Background

The “memory wall” problem in computer architecture (Wulf

and McKee (1995); Moyer (1991)) exposes the limitations of

traditional von Neumann architecture with separate hardware

for compute and memory. This separation between logic

processing compute blocks and the memory blocks used for

storage of data and programs leads to system performance being

limited by the memory bus bandwidth in memory-intensive

workloads like AI. Several prior proposals have been made in

the literature to bring the memory and compute units closer to

reduce or remove the memory wall. The IRAM (Patterson et al.

(1997)) architecture proposed fabricating a compute logic

processor on the DRAM main memory chip. This was an

early proposal for the PiM model but was not widely accepted

due to fabrication technology limitations at the time. But after the

introduction of 3D stacked memory technology like Jun et al.

(2017) and Jeddeloh and Keeth (2012), many prior works like

Gao et al. (2017) embedded AI Processing Units (APU) in the

base logic die of a 3D stacked main memory. This technique

shown in Figure 2A lowers the memory wall by introducing near-

memory processing and minimizing the memory bandwidth

pressure.

This was followed by research focused on embedding

processing capabilities into the DRAM main memory to

create Processing-in-Memory (PiM) architectures like Seshadri

et al. (2017), Roy et al. (2021) and Hajinazar et al. (2021). But in

the past few years, PiM architectures have also been proposed

using memory technologies other than DRAM. SRAMbased PiM

architectures (Eckert et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2017); Jia et al.

(2022); Dong et al. (2020)) offer the advantage of easier

fabrication than DRAM based solutions since SRAM is

usually fabricated in the same process technology as the

compute blocks. Many non-volatile memory (NVM) like

RRAM based PiM solutions have also proposed recently

(Shafiee et al. (2016); Chi et al. (2016); Chou et al. (2019); Li

et al. (2020)). NVM based PiM solutions offer the advantage of

non-volatility of data which is not possible in SRAM or DRAM

based PiM architectures. Figure 2B shows the basic architecture

of AI accelerators based on PiM hardware where a part of the

memory hierarchy consisting of SRAM, DRAM or NVM is

converted to a dedicated AI Processing Unit. Some

commercial prototypes based on PiM architecture have also

started to become available (Devaux (2019); Lee et al. (2021)).

Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters (ADC and

DAC) account for the biggest area overhead in many PiM

implementations and also dominate the power consumption.

FIGURE 2
Different processing-in-memory hardware architectures for accelerating AI applications. (A) Near 3D memory processing solutions embed AI
processing functionality into the base logic die of 3D stacked memory. (B) Processing-in-memory solutions convert a part of the memory hierarchy
(SRAM, DRAM or NVM) into a dedicated AI Processing Unit (APU). (C) AI-PiM tightly integrates optimum sized PiM accelerators as AI Functional Units
(AFU) inside the processor pipeline.
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There has been prior research into purely digital PiM (Imani et al.

(2019)) solutions which let go of the ADC/DAC in order to

simplify the PiM design and keep the area overheads low. Such

solutions allow for smaller PiM sizes without having to worry

about amortizing the ADC/DAC area overhead using bigger PiM

arrays. Although DRAM based PiM architectures utilize large

(Mb)memory sizes, SRAM andNVMbased PiM solutions utilize

smaller (Kb) memory arrays. Dong et al. (2020) presents an

SRAM based PiM solution based on foundry provided 8T

(8 transistor) bit-cell with an array size of 64 × 64 bits. Such

smaller sized PiM solutions are an ideal fit low-cost edge AI

applications due to limited area cost required to implement these

solutions.

AI-PiM focuses on tightly integrating such small sized PiM

accelerators within the RISC-V processor pipeline as functional

execution units. This allows acceleration of common AI kernels

like vector-matrix multiplication within the CPU pipeline. This

design philosophy of utilizing PiM based AI functional units

(AFU) inside the processor is shown in Figure 2C. This approach

is different than prior solutions (Figures 2A,B) where relatively large

PiM based AI processing units (APU) communicate with the CPU

over a system bus. In AI-PiM approach shown in Figure 2C, smaller

sized PiM functional units are embedded inside the processor to

allow for finer-grained offloading of AI kernels. This fine-grained

offloading of AI kernels is beneficial in edge AI and tinyML

applications which consist of a mix of both AI and non-AI tasks

which need to be seamlessly executed on the same processor

hardware. Moreover, tinyML workloads (Banbury et al. (2021))

shown in Table 1 consist of small neural network models with a

few kilo parameters running with batch size 1 which precludes

farming out a huge chunk of the AI workload to be offloaded to

bigger APUs shown in Figures 2A,B. AI-PiM utilizes PiM functional

units to both store weights and compute vector-matrixmultiplication

operations in a weight-stationary fashion (Chen et al. (2016)). This

approach to utilize smaller sized PiM AFUs has been proposed to

balance the compute parallelism offered by PiM AFU with the huge

area cost required for bigger PiM accelerators. Smaller sized AFUs

also allow to balance the memory load/store operations with the

compute operations since a bigger AFU would mandate a large

number of store operations to change the weights from one layer of

the neural network to the other for a single highly parallel compute

operation.

Section 3.2 details how this tight integration of PiM AFU is

done within the RISC-V processor pipeline. Section 3.1 discusses

the support for PiM AFUs at the ISA level using custom

instruction extensions to the RISC-V ISA.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 ISA extensions for PiM

AI-PiM extends the RISC-V ISA to support the PiM

functional units within the RISC-V processor pipeline and

expose the functionality of the PiM hardware to higher layers

of abstraction in the software stack. Custom ISA instructions

allow to effectively utilize the PiM functional units and make it

easier to map computations to PiM hardware by conveying the

information about PiM functionality to the compiler. Compiler

utilizes this knowledge about exact hardware behavior of PiM to

break computation kernels into appropriate sizes and map those

kernels to the hardware preserving the shape and size of PiM

operands.

Three new sets of instructions that have been included as PiM

extensions in the RISC-V ISA with their binary encoding details

shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows the vector-matrix multiply

(vmm) instruction which captures the basic compute

functionality of the PiM hardware. This instruction encodes

the input activation in the rs1 source operand. Two output

registers rdl and rdh are used as low and high registers for the

accumulated output. The vmm instruction supports multiple

sizes for vector-matrix multiply PiM hardware units along

with multiple input and accumulation bit widths. The

instruction has been tested for supporting 4 bit and 8 bit

input and weight (stored in memory) operands along with 8,

16 and 32 bit accumulations for the output based on different

flavors of PiM hardware. If required to return more or longer

output activations than what can fit in rdl and rdh registers,

dedicated return registers can also be encoded along with the

instruction. But the dedicated return register encoding is just a

workaround for the time being till the support for either

scratchpad memory or output buffer for the vmm instruction

for specific cases is enabled. This support is still in experimental

phase and would be described in detail in a future publication.

TABLE 1 Quantitative description of MLPerf Tiny benchmark (Banbury et al. (2021)) models depicting the scale of neural network models used in
tinyML applications.

Model Number of
layers

Number of
parameters (K)

TFLite model
size (KB)

Task Dataset

MobileNetV1 (0.25x) 14 221.8 325 Visual Wake Words Visual Wake Words Dataset

ResNet-V1 8 78.6 96 Image Classification CIFAR-10

DSCNN 4 24.9 52.5 Keyword Spotting Google Speech Commands

FC AutoEncoder 9 270 270 Anomaly Detection ToyADMOS (ToyCar)
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Figure 3B shows the binary encoding for the custom load

instruction (vmm.ld). This instruction is utilized for loading the

output operand from the PiM AFU memory to the processor

registers. For a dual cycle (execute andmemory stages) PiMAFU,

the load instruction is fused inside the vmm instruction for return

of the output operand in the memory stage to be written back in

the writeback stage to the rdl and rdh registers based on the size of

the output operand. Formulticycle PiMAFU, vmm.ld instruction

is used to load output from the PiM AFU memory to the

processor registers. Figure 3C describes the binary encoding of

custom store instruction (vmm.sd) used to store the weights into

the PiMAFUmemory for weight stationary execution. rs1 source

register and imm immediate offset are used to calculate the

address of the location in the PiM AFU memory where the

value from the rs2 source register is stored.

All the extension instructions follow the conventions of

RISC-V instruction encoding philosophies like three register

encoding for compute operations and immediate, source and

destination register encoding restrictions for the load and store

memory operations. The funct3 and funct7 bits of the

instructions are used to relay information about different PiM

sizes and other characteristics while keeping the rest of the

instruction encoding constant to reduce the instruction

decoding complexity. As shown in Figure 3D, all new PiM

instruction extensions have been encoded in the custom-2

opcode space of RISC-V ISA which allows AI-PiM to be

completely compatible with base RISC-V ISA.

Figure 4 shows the pseudo C code and pseudo assembly code

for 1 × 8 vector multiplication to the 8 × 8 matrix with 8 bit

elements each to generate 1 × 8 output vector with 16 bit

accumulated values split across two 64 bit registers (rdl and

rdh). This code shows that 8 × 8 matrix is written row-by-row by

packing 1 × 8 8 bit rows into a single 64 bit input operand for the

vmm.sd instruction. Once all the rows of the 8 × 8 matrix are

stored in memory, the compute vmm instruction can be issued to

perform a dual cycle vector-matrix multiply operation. The PiM

receives the 1 × 8 input vector with 8 bit elements as a packed

64 bit operand (treated as a column vector) and multiplies it in

parallel with matrix column values stored on each bitline to

generate 1 × 8 16 bit accumulated output vector. The output

vector is received in the memory stage and written to rdl and rdh

destination registers as the low and the high part of the output in

the writeback stage. This PiM based vector-matrix multiplication

instruction is used to accelerate a variety of AI kernels like

Conv2D, depthwise separable Conv2D, fully connected dense

layers and other kernels which map naturally to the vmm

primitive.

AI-PiM development methodology values that as we adapt

the RISC-V ISAwith custom instructions and augment the RISC-

V hardware with PiM AFU, it is of high importance to also

develop the software infrastructure to efficiently target AI

applications this new AI-PiM processor architecture. These

software development efforts for AI-PiM are detailed in

Section 3.3.

Special care has been taken to keep the custom PiM

instruction extensions agnostic to the type of underlying PiM

hardware technology (RRAM/STT-MRAM/SRAM etc.) to create

a clear separation between the ISA and the hardware

implementation. The type of PiM and its performance

characteristics are encoded separately in the processor model

in a cycle accurate fashion as described in Section 3.2. This clear

separation allows AI-PiM the flexibility to swap PiM accelerators

while keeping the same ISA and the software stack when better

PiM accelerators are available. Section 4 details the performance

improvements and the area overheads of supporting these

custom PiM instruction extensions to the RISC-V ISA.

FIGURE 3
(A) Binary encoding for PiM vector-matrix multiply (vmm) custom instruction. (B) Binary encoding for the custom load instruction for PiM
accelerator memory. (C) Binary encoding for the custom store instruction for PiM accelerator memory. (D) All the new instructions are encoded in
the custom-2 opcode space of RISC-V ISA to maintain compatibility with the base RISC-V ISA.
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3.2 Tightly integrated PiM functional unit

This section provides the details about how PiM functional

unit is tightly integrated inside RISC-V processor pipeline at the

microarchitecture level. As discussed previously in Section 2,

finer-grained offloading of AI kernels to the PiM functional

units while executing IoT edge workloads consisting of a mix AI

and non-AI tasks is a major motivation for this tight

integration. Such tight integration of PiM functional units

within an edge processor allows to save area and hardware

cost of a decoupled AI accelerator by utilizing the same

processor to run both AI and non-AI tasks. This approach

also helps to save power required for communication of data

between processor and a standalone AI accelerator used as a

coprocessor. The tight integration approach is highly beneficial

when PiM functional units can only accelerate a part of the AI

workload e.g. vector-matrix multiplications and the host

processor needs to perform pre- and post-processing of data

for the PiM and execute other layers in the neural network like

pooling and activation layers. Tight integration also helps to

reuse resources from the processor pipeline and reduce the

complexity required to design bus interface and separate ISA

for a decoupled PiM accelerator. AI-PiM enables PiM

functional units to accept inputs from and write the outputs

back to the RISC-V processor pipeline stages and registers

simplifying the interface design. Additionally, it is easier to

break convolutional kernels and map them onto small PiM

VMM functional units compared to bigger VMM units which

require efficient mapping of workloads to keep a bigger PiM

accelerator fully utilized. The smaller PiM functional units also

help to balance the latency of PiM computation units with the

processor pipeline delays to keep the critical execution path of

the processor short. This helps to accelerate AI instructions

described in Section 3.1 seamlessly on the same processor which

runs non-AI part of the applications. This helps us to reduce the

cost and complexity of AI hardware at the edge of IoT since AI-

PiM is a complete system-level solution rather than an

accelerator for AI tasks which depends on a control

processor. This tight integration of AFUs enables AI-PiM to

execute complete applications and not just the AI/ML kernels

like prior PiM solutions.

Figure 5 shows the microarchitectural view of the modified

RISC-V processor pipeline extended with PiM AI functional unit

(AFU). AI-PiM implements a basic five stage pipeline for the

RISC-V processor as shown in Figure 5. The custom PiM

extension instructions are fetched and decoded in the same

way as any other standard RISC-V instruction. But rather

than using standard arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) in the

execute stage, custom instructions send their operands to the

PiM AFU. vmm instruction is a compute instruction and reads

the input operand from the general purpose registers (GPR) and

dispatches the same as the input to the PiM AFU. The PiM AFU

computes vector-matrix multiplication of the input vector with

the weight matrix stored in the PiM AFU memory and returns

the output vector at the end of the memory stage which is then

written back to the GPR in the writeback stage. The custom

memory instructions (vmm.ld and vmm.sd) are also fetched and

decoded like standard RISC-V memory instructions but rather

than performing load or store operations on the RISC-V data

memory, these instructions perform custom load and store

operations on the PiM AFU memory in the memory stage.

Such a tight integration allows AI-PiM to reuse majority of

the RISC-V pipeline hardware with overheads only for the

PiM functional units.

FIGURE 4
Pseudo code for 1 × 8 vector (8b elements) multiplication with an 8 × 8 matrix (8b elements) to produce 1 × 8 vector output with 16b
accumulation and the corresponding pseudo assembly code with instruction extensions.
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Many design decisions are important when PiM functional

unit is developed to be integrated in the RISC-V processor

pipeline. The first question is about the size of the PiM

functional unit. It is required to balance the latency and

frequency of PiM compute operations with the latency for

weight updates since a larger sized AFU requires less frequent

weight updates but takes longer for each update cycle.

Additionally, the maturity and endurance of underlying

memory technology also imposes restrictions on the physical

size of the AFU. Once the AFU size is defined, the next question is

howmany such AFUs can be fit given an area budget and pipeline

resources and complexity. AI-PiM enables researchers to find

answers to all these questions as part of the design-space

exploration of PiM AFUs and the impact of each hardware

design on the end IoT edge AI application as described in

Section 4.4. The current version of the PiM AFU has been

behaviorally modeled in a cycle accurate manner as 8T SRAM

(Dong et al. (2020)) based in-memory vector-matrix

multiplication unit. The PiM VMM functional unit has been

tested and verified at the system level to support both 4 bit and

8 bit integer formats for weights and input activations with

output accumulation in 16 and 32 bit integer precision based

on different quantization levels supported in the software

versions of pretrained neural network models. The PiM VMM

functional unit utilizes packed inputs and outputs as 64 bit

operands for compatibility with 64 bit version of the RISC-V

processor. Section 3.3 describes how the PiM AFU is exposed to

the compiler and other layers of the software stack via custom

ISA extensions described in Section 3.1.

3.3 Software framework development

AI-PiM extends the RISC-V processor hardware with PiM

functional units as described in Section 3.2 and the RISC-V ISA

with custom instruction extensions to support inclusion of PiM

functional units in the hardware and software stacks as described

in Section 3.1. But designing a custom processor is not very

advantageous without the corresponding software support

required to target real-world workloads to this processor.

Hence, AI-PiM differentiates from existing PiM solutions by

co-developing the complete software stack along with ISA and

hardware PiM contributions. Another highlight of AI-PiM

solution is that it preserves programmability in popular

domain specific languages and frameworks for AI applications

like PyTorch (Paszke et al. (2019)), TensorFlow (Abadi et al.

(2016)), ONNX, MXNet (Chen et al. (2015)) and Keras by

allowing existing neural network descriptions from any of

these frameworks to be compiled with custom instructions

and simulated for hardware with PiM functional units. The

complete software, ISA and hardware co-design methodology

and development flow has been shown in Figure 6.

AI-PiM software development framework is bifurcated into

two different phases. At the frontend, modified version of the

TVM (Chen et al. (2018)) open-source deep learning compiler is

utilized as shown in Figure 6. TVM supports input neural

network descriptions in different domain specific languages

(DSL) and frameworks like TensorFlow, PyTorch, MXNet,

Keras, CoreML, DarkNet and ONNX. Neural network

topologies are distilled into individual operators like Conv2D,

DepthwiseConv2D, pooling, transpose etc. using TVM frontends

for each DSL or framework. AI-PiM extends the current TVM

operators by adding operator compute definitions and operator

lowering schedules which map efficiently onto PiM functional

unit sizes in hardware. This support has been added to all

operators which can be further lowered onto vector-matrix

multiplication (VMM) kernels supported by PiM functional

units in AI-PiM hardware. The optimized operator compute

definitions and schedules are then lowered into Tensor

Intermediate Representation (TIR), which is the low-level IR

supported in TVM. AI-PiM utilizes the “tensorize” intrinsic in

TVM schedule to map custom VMM kernels from individual

FIGURE 5
RISC-V processor pipeline data flow for custom PiM instructions targeting tightly integrated PiM functional units.
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operators to the PiM functional units at the TIR level. The final

TIR code consisting of regular IR and custom tensor IR for PiM

units is then passed through the C code generation (codegen)

phase to generate specialized C code for the input neural

networks bundled with lightweight TVM C runtime. AI-PiM

has extended the TVM C codegen stack to support C code

generation for standard RISC-V ISA along with support for

custom compiler intrinsics which map directly onto the added

ISA extension assembly instructions for AI-PiM as shown in

Figure 7. This extension of TVM C codegen allows AI-PiM to

generate C code for input neural networks from different DSLs

and frameworks with custom compiler intrinsics for ISA

extensions embedded into the generated C source code. This

is an optimized way of generating C code consisting of standard

C functions and customized intrinsics for ISA extensions since

this approach does not require to run any specialized scripts to

convert TVM generated generic C code to C code with support

for PiM instructions or manually hand code system libraries or

assembly instructions to support PiM ISA extensions in AI-PiM.

TVM compiler modifications at different levels enable AI-PiM to

generate customized C code with support for PiM functional

units for neural network models from almost all the standard AI

frameworks. This allows AI-PiM to support processing-in-

memory based hardware functional units in the processor and

expose this functionality to the highest levels of the software

abstraction all the way up to AI specific DSLs and frameworks.

Figure 7 provides further details into step-by-step process of

lowering specialized schedule of TVM operators down to AI-PiM

ISA extension assembly instructions. TVM compute operators

like Conv2D, DepthwiseConv2D, Dense etc. are augmented with

special lowering schedules for AI-PiM where the main kernel

FIGURE 6
AI-PiM hardware, ISA and software co-design methodology consisting of TVM deep learning compiler (Chen et al. (2018)) as the frontend
compiler to map models from popular machine learning frameworks to C and Synopsys ASIP Designer (Synopsys (2022)) as the backend processor
design tool to generate complete SDK and synthesizable RTL. AI-PiM contributions andmodifications to existing tools to support PiM functional units
across the hardware and software stacks have been highlighted in green.

FIGURE 7
Process for mapping high-level operators like Conv2D to ISA
extensions using the AI-PiM compiler intrinsics in frontend and
backend compilers.
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consisting of multiple “for” loops is split into inner and outer

loops. The innermost two loops are sized to map efficiently onto

the PiM hardware functional units. After this splitting at the

operator level, inner loops are replaced with compiler intrinsics

at the TIR level. Special care is given to properly define the input

and output operands in correct order, size and bit width to ensure

correct mapping of operands from operator to TIR to TIR with

compiler intrinsics. This code is then lowered further where

regular TIR is lowered to standard C code and compiler intrinsics

are retained within the C code. This version of the C code is then

generated from TVM and passed onto the backend C compiler.

The backend compiler is modified to map compiler intrinsics to

custom instructions and this allows to generate assembly code

consisting of standard RISC-V instructions along with custom

assembly instructions.

Synopsys ASIP Designer (Synopsys (2022)) acts as the

backend of the AI-PiM hardware, ISA and software co-design

methodology as shown in Figure 6. The backend definition starts

from the processor model shown in Figure 6. The processor

model consists of the instructions supported in the ISA along

with the microarchitecture definition of the processor describing

register transfers in each stage of the processor pipeline for each

ISA instruction. This processor description is written in a tool

specific language called nML (Fauth et al. (1995)). AI-PiM

extends the current RISC-V processor model with AI-PiM

functional units integrated inside the processor pipeline

(Section 3.2) and ISA extensions targeting these functional

units (Section 3.1). This extended processor model is used by

ASIP Designer to generate a C compiler for the extended RISC-V

processor. AI-PiM further modifies the generated compiler to

define the compiler intrinsics for ISA extension instructions

which are then exposed to TVM frontend. AI-PiM creates a

bridge between enhanced versions of TVM and ASIP Designer

where C code generated from TVM along with custom compiler

intrinsics can be directly compiled by ASIP Designer generated C

compiler which lowers the intrinsics to appropriate assembly

instructions which map directly onto the PiM functional units.

ASIP Designer utilizes the extended RISC-V processor model to

also generate complete Software Development Kit (SDK)

including assembler, linker, debugger, instruction set simulator

and profiler. Executable binary is then generated for AI-PiM

processor consisting of standard RISC-V instructions and

custom ISA extensions to support PiM functional units. This

executable binary is simulated using a cycle-accurate instruction

set simulator to generate performance metrics and dynamic

activity traces for power estimation.

3.4 Top-level hardware design

AI-PiM design methodology is based on hardware, ISA and

software co-design approach where PiM hardware is co-

developed along with corresponding ISA extensions and

software framework. The design methodology to integrate

PiM hardware functional units into top-level hardware design

is shown in Figure 6. The processor model describing the ISA and

microarchitecture of AI-PiM processor is used to generate a

synthesizable RTL along with the SDK generation. This ensures

that the software and hardware are always in sync with each other

since they are generated from the same processor description.

PiM functional units follow a custom hardware development due

to the analog and mixed-signal nature of PiM blocks. The top

level Verilog wrapper for the custom PiM blocks is generated to

capture the input and output signals and to connect these signals

to the top-level processor hardware. This Verilog wrapper

replaces the synthesizable RTL generated by the processor

design tool for PiM functional units based of their behavioral

description in the processor model. This synthesizable RTL along

with the PiM AFU Verilog wrapper is then synthesized and

placed and routed (P&R) to generate the final netlist and GDSII

layout for the AI-PiM processor. PiM functional unit modules

are marked as black boxes during the synthesis and P&R steps

and custom designed layout for the PiM blocks is placed in the

black box locations and routed to generate accurate area metrics

for the AI-PiM design.

4 Results

4.1 Evaluation methodology

Detailed experiments have been performed to evaluate the

performance of AI-PiM processor on AI kernels and

benchmarks. All the performance evaluation results for AI-

PiM and RISC-V baseline are generated using a cycle-accurate

simulator and the area results have been obtained through

synthesis with Synopsys DC Compiler on 14 nm FinFET

technology from GlobalFoundries. All the experiments have

been performed on quantized neural networks and utilize 8-bit

weights and input activations and 32-bit accumulations for the

VMM operation. MLPerf Tiny benchmark (Banbury et al.

(2021)) along with ResNet-50 neural network model and

general matrix-vector multiplication kernel have been used

to quantify the performance at a small AI kernel and

complete neural network levels. MLPerf Tiny benchmark is

representative of real-world workloads for the AI applications

at the extreme edge of IoT. A standard 5-stage in-order RISC-V

processor implementation supporting RV64IMC RISC-V ISA is

chosen as the baseline. AI-PiM performance has also been

compared to Arm Cortex-A72 processor from the Raspberry

Pi 4. RISC-V processor with support for the standard integer

(I), multiplication (M) and compressed (C) instruction

extensions (Waterman et al. (2014)) and Raspberry Pi 4 are

common choices for tinyML (Warden and Situnayake (2019))

systems as depicted by the hardware choices for the systems in

the results section of the MLPerf Tiny benchmark
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(MLCommons (2021)). Arm Cortex-A72 performance metrics

are generated by running compiled neural networks on

Raspberry Pi 400 using the perf performance analysis tool. If

the size is not explicitly mentioned then the AI-PiM results

correspond to 64 × 64 bit 8T SRAM based in-memory vector-

matrix multiply unit. Section 4.4 discusses the effects of

different sizes for the PiM VMM AFU.

4.2 GEMV kernel performance

Figure 8 shows the performance improvement of using AI-

PiM with 64 × 64 bit in-SRAM functional unit in two different

modes compared to RV64IMC RISC-V baseline processor. Mode

1 utilizes 8-bit input operands and accumulates in 16-bit to

perform 1 × 8 vector multiplication with 8 × 8 matrix. Mode

2 works on 4-bit input operands and accumulates the output in 8-

bit to perform 1 × 16 vector multiplication with 16 × 16 matrix.

Figure 8 shows the speed improvements of AI-PiM over a small

VMM kernel. VMM forms the basis of most neural network

inference computations and this result shows the effectiveness of

AI-PiM in accelerating edge AI workloads.

4.3 MLPerf tiny benchmark performance

AI-PiM is a system-level solution capable of accelerating

complete neural network models rather than an accelerator-only

solution focusing on accelerating select AI kernels. This

capability enables simulation of the complete MLPerf Tiny

inference benchmark. The results from this experiment are

shown in Figure 9. The number of processor cycles required

to compute a single inference on each neural network model

from the benchmark have been computed and compared against

the RISC-V baseline processor and also against Arm Cortex-A72

processor from Raspberry Pi 4.

Figure 10 further details the performance speedup offered by

AI-PiM over current edge AI processors. AI-PiM provides and

average speedup of 2.74x compared to RISC-V baseline processor

and 2.45x compared to Arm Cortex-A72 processor for the

MLPerf Tiny benchmark. It should be noted that the 10.1x

speedup shown in Figure 8 with 8-bit input operands for a

small GEMV kernel does not translate to similar improvements

at the complete neural network level as shown for different neural

network models in Figure 10. The reason is that PiM functional

units accelerate only convolutional and fully connected layers of

the neural networks and other layers are not accelerated by PiM

functional units. Additionally, TVM introduces a lot of memory-

management wrapper code around the neural network layers

which is not accelerated by the PiM functional units and the

custom ISA extensions. Hence, we see a reduction in speedup

when moving from a hand crafted GEMV kernel written in C to

complete neural network model written in TensorFlow Lite for

Microcontrollers (TFLM) and converted to C code via frontend

ML compiler like TVM. This shows the importance of complete

workload level performance analysis enabled by AI-PiM

compared to other PiM solutions which focus only on kernel

level performance analysis.

The neural network models in the MLPerf Tiny benchmark

cover a wide variety of models including standard convolutional

neural networks (CNN) like ResNet, models with depthwise

separable convolutions and deep autoencoder models. The

benchmark also spans across different applications used for

edge AI and tinyML application domains like audio and video

keyword spotting, image classification and anomaly detection.

AI-PiM achieves a consistent speedup over the current edge AI

processors for all models in the benchmark showing the

effectiveness of designing AI-PiM as a general AI acceleration

solution rather than specializing AI-PiM for any particular type

of neural network model or application.

4.4 Design-space exploration

The results shown thus far have utilized 64 × 64 bit in-

SRAM VMM functional unit. But AI-PiM hardware, ISA and

software co-design allows extensive design-space exploration

for PiM functional units. One of the knobs in this design-space

exploration is the size of the PiM functional units. AI-PiM

allows to sweep the possible sizes of PiM AFUs and generate

performance and area metrics based on cycle accurate

performance measurements on real workloads and synthesis

or place and route based area estimations for each size of the

PiM AFU in this design-space. Rather than relying on empirical

decisions about what should be the size of the PiM AFU, AI-

FIGURE 8
Performance improvement of AI-PiM for GEMV kernel
compared to RV64IMC baseline. Results for 64 × 64 bit PiM
functional unit used in two different configurations are shown -
with 8-bit inputs (1 × 8 vector * 8 × 8 matrix) and 4-bit inputs
(1 × 16 vector * 16 × 16 matrix).
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PiM allows comprehensive data based analysis of the impact of

each possible AFU size on the performance of the end AI

applications and area of end hardware implementation. In

this section, we show an example of the design space

exploration by considering the performance and area

impacts of PiM VMM sizes ranging from small 16 × 16 bit

functional units to 64 × 64 bit functional units. Figure 11 shows

the performance improvement offered by AI-PiM design with

different PiM AFU sizes for the ResNet-8 network from the

MLPerf Tiny benchmark suite. Results shown in Figure 11

match the intuitive understanding that the bigger the size of the

accelerator, higher is the parallelism offered by the VMM unit

and hence, higher the actual speedup of the design.

But a quick look at Figure 12 clearly shows that higher

accelerator performance comes at a higher area overhead. The

area overhead is measured as a ratio of the extra area required for

AI-PiM with different PiM functional unit sizes to the area of the

baseline RV64IMC processor. In such a scenario, AI-PiM offers

an effective design-space exploration methodology where users

can do a comprehensive trade-off analysis at the design time

between the performance and area overhead of each size of the

PiM functional unit by comparing the performance not on just

small kernels but on complete neural network models which will

serve as the final application workloads.

Edge AI devices are often cost, size and power limited which

requires extracting maximum performance at a minimum area

cost. This philosophy is used to devise a simple figure of merit

(FoM) by dividing the percentage performance improvement

offered by individual PiM VMM AFU sizes by percentage area

overhead for each design. This allows to maximize the

FIGURE 9
Comparison of AI-PiM performance with RV64IMC RISC-V baseline and Arm Cortex-A72 processor on MLPerf Tiny benchmark in terms of
number of processor cycles.

FIGURE 10
Performance speedup as a result of AI-PiM compared to RV64IMC RISC-V baseline and ArmCortex-A72 processor onMLPerf Tiny benchmark.
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performance per unit area cost. Figure 13 clearly shows that

designing using smallest PiM AFU in terms saving area or

designing with biggest PiM AFU in terms of performance

maximization does not offer the highest advantage. Rather

AFU sizes in the middle of the range such as 32 × 32, 64 ×

16 and 64 × 32 provide the highest performance improvement

per percentage area overhead. Such figures of merits are

necessary when designing tinyML and edge hardware devices

where a very high importance is given to keeping the area cost of

the design to the minimum.

4.5 Comparison to standalone AI
accelerator

AI-PiM also enables power and energy estimations using

simulated activity files back-annotated to either synthesis or

post-place-and-route netlists. This allows for accurate, fast and

extensive power, performance, area and energy (PPAE) analysis

for each hardware, ISA and software framework design point.

The power results in this section have been generated using the

activity files from simulation of the audio keyword spotting

FIGURE 11
Performance speedup on ResNet-8 model from MLPerf Tiny benchmark in terms of number of processor cycles compared to RV64IMC 5-
stage RISC-V processor baseline.

FIGURE 12
Area overhead of different PiM AFU sizes compared to RV64IMC 5-stage RISC-V processor baseline.
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benchmark featuring DS-CNN neural network model from

MLPerf Tiny benchmark. These activity files are then back-

annotated to the RTL for AI-PiM RISC-V processor and

synthesized for 14 nm FinFET technology. Power estimates

for the PiM AFU are added to the processor average power

metrics. All the power metrics show the average power

consumption for the DS-CNN benchmark. Energy spent on

the entire benchmark model inference is calculated using the

average power, performance in terms of number of cycles

required to run the benchmark for each design and the

frequency of the design.

Figure 14 shows PPAE comparison of AI-PiM with the

equivalent Gemmini accelerator (Genc et al. (2021); Gonzalez

and Hong (2020)) with 8 × 8 systolic array. Figure 14 shows that

loosely coupled Gemmini systolic array accelerator takes

9.62 times the power, 18.34 times the area and 9.36 higher

energy to offer just 3% performance improvement over AI-

PiM for the ResNet-50 neural network model. It should be

noted that Gemmini uses hand crafted C kernels to report the

ResNet-50 performance while AI-PiM uses TensorFlow Lite

compiled version of the benchmark using TVM. The hand

crafted C kernels offer high performance efficiency but AI-

PiM is able to achieve equivalent performance with the model

compiled from a high level domain-specific language. This

further proves the advantage of hardware, ISA and software

co-design methodology of AI-PiM and shows the advantage of

tight integration of AFU compared to loose integration of AI

accelerator as performed in the Gemmini accelerator.

5 Discussion

AI algorithms are evolving at a much faster pace than AI

hardware development. This necessitates building scalable and

flexible hardware solutions for processing AI applications all the

way from the cloud to the extreme edge of IoT. AI-PiM offers this

flexibility by extending the RISC-V processor with custom

instructions and hardware for integrating PiM accelerators

within the processor. Although the current article is focused

on SRAM based PiM functional unit, AI-PiM offers the flexibility

to integrate other CMOS compatible PiM technologies like

RRAM based PiM units also within the processor pipeline.

Most importantly, AI-PiM develops a standardized design

methodology for integrating PiM accelerators in the standard

computing stack at the microarchitecture, ISA and software

FIGURE 13
Improvement in Figure of Merit for AI-PiM (percentage performance gain/percentage area overhead) compared to RV64IMC 5-stage RISC-V
processor baseline.

FIGURE 14
Complete power, performance, area and energy (PPAE)
comparison of AI-PiM with the state-of-the-art Gemmini
standalone AI accelerator.
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levels. This allows to build an extended RISC-V based edge

processor which is capable of exploiting the parallelism

advantages of PiM accelerators and couple it with the

programmable nature of a standard processor to build a

hardware solution which can process both AI and non-AI

edge applications. Accurate power estimation is an important

aspect of edge processor design along with performance and area

estimation. AI-PiM methodology provides an agile path to

perform such power, performance and area (PPA) estimation.

Power metrics for AI-PiM have not been reported in this article

but will be the subject of future work. Authors are also extending

the current AI-PiM design to support multiple and

heterogeneous PiM functional units to offer an easy path for

integrating these non von Neumann accelerators in the standard

computing model.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we presented AI-PiM architecture for tightly

integrating PiM accelerators as functional execution units inside the

RISC-V processor using hardware, ISA and software co-design

methodology. AI-PiM extends the RISC-V processor hardware

with PiM functional units, RISC-V ISA with custom instruction

extensions and develops the software framework to transparently

expose PiM accelerators to the software stack. Agile design

methodology of AI-PiM allows users to explore a comprehensive

design-space at the hardware and ISA levels. AI-PiM enables

processing of both AI and non-AI applications on single edge

processor and provides an average speedup of 2.74x over the

RV64IMC RISC-V processor baseline and 2.45x speedup over

Arm Cortex-A72 processor for MLPerf Tiny benchmark.
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